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FIRST

Presidene s Report
Richard H. Salz
60 Twenty-seventh Avenue
San Francisco, California 94121
Last October 17th I had the good fortune
to attend the CZSG meeting held during
SOJEX. This show is Al Bew's baby and if
you ever have glanced at the program you
would see that he wears many, many hats.
How he manages to take care of so many
functions, and do them so well, is a mystery - and all the duties as our CZSG secretary besides I
George Stilwell, myself, and our respectivespouses drove down to SOJEX that
morning and while awaiting the start of our
meeting I found time to look over the exhibits - one in particular caught my eye.
It was in the Junior Class and belouged"to
Joseph A. Korba who is probably our
youngest member. He is to be congratulated
for winning a bronze award for his Canal
Zone exhibit. After the CZSG meeting Joe
personally took me to review his exhibit and
I was most impressed by his knowledge and
adult presentation. You older exhibitors had
better stay on your toes for there is some
tough competition coming up!
(Continued

on page 6)

MAIL AUCTION NO.6
The sb:th CZSG mail auction will
be held October 11, 1977. Only members may submit consignments of auction material between June 6 and July
8, 1977. Send your material via registered mail to R. H. Salz, 60-27t..l:1
Avenue, San Francisco, CA.. 9412l.
Certificates are necessary on all Scott
Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 15.

MEETING NOTICES
SOJEX '77, Marlborough-Blenheim
Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J., on April
1'7, 1977 at 2:00 P.M. Details from
Al Bew.

WESTPEX '77, Jack Tar Hotel, San
Francisco, CA., on May 1, 1977 at
1:00 P.M. Details from Dick Salz.

QUARTER,
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No. 42

The Third Panama Issue
By Gilbert N. Plass
The Third Panama Issue was overprinted in December 1903. These stamps were later
additionally overprinted for the Canal Zone to make Scott Nos. 1, 15, 18, and 19. The ink
used for the Panama overprint did not adhere to the type well. As a result the finer lines
of the letters, particularly the A's, are often missing or defective, thus adding materially to
the difficulty of identifying the various varieties.
Three different overprint procedures were
used for the Panama part of the overprint. this problem by adding an extra bar at the
Stamps overprinted by the first procedure bottom of the overprint form before overwere never used for Canal Zone stamps and printing the lower half-panes. This extra
so do not concern us further here.
bar (the si;db
on the form)
\0
obliterate
COLOMBIA
on was
the intended
sixth honIn the second procedure a fifty subject
zontal row. Only upper panes of 100 (with
overprint form was used which covered a a straight edge at the bottom) were usetl
I
half-pane of five horizontal rows of ten
Canal
Zone
Scott
No.1,
so
that
stam9s
stamps each. Each pane of 100 stamps had for
from Pas. 91 to 100 were issued with a
to pass through the press twice in order to straight edge. On many of these a portion df
OV~rPri!!-taU_of the stamps. The upper halL
a oar canoe seen on-the margill \vith- the
of ea-~h and every pane was overprinted
straight edge, thus proving that this overfirst. After this was done, the stack of partprint form had six bars when the lower
ly overprinted panes had the overprint aphalf-panes were overprinted.
plied to the lower half of each pane by
There are exactly as many stamps with
sliding it forward in the press. Thus the
varieties in Pos. 1 are the same as those on PANA,\1A reading up as there are with
Pos. 51; those on Pos. 14 are the same as PANA1\1A reading down, including both
those on Pos. 64; and so on. Stamps from normal stamps and errors. Vertical pairs
these panes were used for Canal Zone Nos. across the center of a pane (for example,
Pos. 41 and 51) have both PANAMA's read15; 18, and 19.
ing up on the top stamp and down on the
The third overprinting procedure used the
same overprint form and the upper half bottom stamp. In this printing all errors
and varieties on an upper half-pane are repanes were overprinted exactly as before.
peated in diametrically opposite positions
However, when it came time to overprint
the lower half panes, the press operator on a lower half-pane (for example,· Pas. 1
turned them around so that the lower half- and 100 always have the same varieties, as
panes received the overprint in an inverted do Pos. 14 aud 87). The corresponding position on a lower half-pane is obtainable by
l'osition compared to the upper half-panes.
The result is that both PAl'lA,\1A's read up suhtracting the position on the upper halfon the upper half panes and down on the pane from the number 101 (for example,
lower. Stamps from these panes were used Pos. 14 and 87 have the same ~arieties since
for Canal Zone No. l.
101 minus 14 equals 87).
There was a slight problem with this
Many· of the varieties of this issue are
third overprinting procedure. The overprint
explained by the fact that the printer obform used for the upper half-panes had viously did not have the necessary 300
five horizontal bars which were intended to
capital A's in the same font for overprinting
blot out COLOMBIA. If this same form
tWo PANAMA's on each of the fifty stamps.
had been used for the lower half-panes in
Larger and smaller A's, some inverted V's
the inverted position, the resulting panes
(which
look remarkably like A's), and some
would have had no bar through COLOMBIA on the sixth horizontal row and an different rant types were all used, resulting
in various lengths of the PANAMA's.
extra bar on the bottom of the stamps in
the tenth horizontal row. The printer solved
(Contintled on page 6)
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The Canal Zone Study Group

Editorial
By Gilbert N. Plass
A society such as ours devoted to one
relatively small country eventually faces a
problem regarding the continuation of its
journal. Eventually all of the major stories
about the stamps of the country have been
told, the flow of manuscripts drops to a
trickle, and the Editor has trouble filling
the pages. This has recently happened to
a Society in a closely related specialty to
ours and we recall the founding and early
demise of a society devoted only to Puerto
Rican stamps. Fortunately the field of Canal
Zone stamps is a larger one and there are
many errors and varieties to study and explain. So far we have filled the equivalent
of twelve years of our journal with articles
and items about our specialty.
Yet your Editor is concerned whether
there will be enough new material for our
journal a few years in the future. By that
time our Canal Zone handbook will have
been published. We will not want to retell
the stories contained therein. We have completed our detailed check list of Canal
Zone stamps and a revised version will be
in the handbook. We have been attempting
to illustrate all major Canal Zone errors
and varieties, and probably in a few more
years will have shown all of those available

or known to us. No major articles have
been written for some time by anyone except your President and Editor.
A Society such as ours only prospers and
grows in membership (as ours is doing) if
it offers needed services to its members.
The most important of these are a useful
journal, an auction service, and meetings for
the members. If we are to continue to publish an interesting journal, your Editor believes that we must broaden the areas of
interest of our group.
A majority of our members also collect
the stamps of one or more of the other
United States possessions. Thus a natural
extension would be to include the stamps
issued under United States Administration
of Cuba, Guam, Philippines, and Puerto
Rico plus the nineteenth century issues of
Hawaii. This should give us enough new
fields to keep our journal going for a long
time to come. Of course, no permanent
change would be made without a vote by
our members. But in discussions with our
President, I was given pennission to try a
few items from these other areas to determine your reaction. Please send your comments to your Editor who \vill forward
them to the other officers for their guidance.
Already a number of members have said
that they were enthusiastic about such a
change, while at least one has said that he
will resign if it comes to pass! Let me assure you that as long as I have interesting
material about the Canal Zone to put in our
journal that it wiII have first priority, but
other articles will be used from time to
time. There is a pressing need for feature
articles to head our first page. It has been
a long time since anyone wrote such an
article other than our President or your
Editor. I would really welcome more such
articles by our members. In addition, keep
sending in the smaller items which many
of you have done faithfully for many years.

1977 Scott Specialized
The 1977 Scott Specialized Catalogue appeared on schedule during December 1976.
It is the only catalogue which accurately
describes the main Canal Zone errors and
varieties and gives current prices.
We note a number of minor improvements. The description of Nos. Id, 15a, 18b,
and 19d has been changed to read "PANAMA reading down and up". This description correctly implies that the overprint on
the left reads down and that the one on the
right reads up, while the former "up and
down" was confusing to many. The quantity issued for No. lOa has been deleted, as
the previously quoted number was incorrect
and the actual quantity is unknown. The
price for a used block of four of No. 15
has been deleted as no such block has ever
been reported. A used price has been added
for No. 85a, t.l:1eZONE ZONE error on the
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3¢ value, as it exists on cover postmarked
July 1, 1925. This is interesting as the
stamps were only placed on sale a few days
before on June 27th. Thus, someone found
this error almost at once and used one on a
cover. The listing for No. 08 on cover has
been deleted, as no such cover has been reported. In fact the entire supply of this issue, 10 panes of 100, are believed to have
been canceled to order and sold by the
Philatelic Agency. The listing of the post
office seals from 1954 has been completely
redone. Major numbers are now given to
the seals with the two sizes for the pictured
seal, l1lh and 13 mm. Also the Perf. 12lh
and the Rouletted 5 seals are listed separately for the first time.
The price changes are exceedingly numerous and we can only give a small sample
of them here. In the follO\vinglist the 1977
catalogue price is given followed by the
price in parenthesis from the 1976 Specialized Catalogue. In a few cases prices are
rounded to the nearest dollar.
Scott No.1, $160 ($140); 2, $90 ($75);
3, $135 ($115); lOa, $450 ($400); lIb, $90
($75); 12c, $185 {$140); 13c, $275 ($225);
15, $725 ($600); 17b, $4 ($3); 23a $300
($250).
No. 32c, $250 ($175); 34a, $500 ($400);
46, $110 ($80); 47, $700 ($600); 48, $375
( $300); 61£, $400 ($350); 66, $50 ($42);
67, $300 ($250); Type A34, 7 values, $420
($315).
No. 71c, $300 ($250); 86a, $250 ($200);
97, $10 ($8); 102a, $550 ($500); 117b, $30
($25); J3, $135 ($120); U4, $100 ($90);
UFl, $500 ($450); UX5, $400 ($350);
UX6, $300 ($225).
A complete unused collection of the major
numbers of Canal Zone regular, air post,
postage due, and official (used prices taken
where unused are not priced) stamps catalogues $5948 in the 1977 catalogue compared to $5190 last year. All listed errors
and varieties of these same stamps catalogue
$104,810 compared to $100,051 last year.
It is interesting to note that as recently as
1970 the corresponding figures were $2058.
and $39,603. These figures correspond to a
compounded 16% and 15% annual increase
respectively in value over the 7 year period.
The major numbers of Canal Zone envelopes catalogue $1456 this year compared
to $1311 last, while the corresponding figures for the postal cards is $933 compared
to $771. The envelope errors catalogue
$1901 compared to $1691 last year, and the
postal card errors are $5425 compared to
$5050.
In Cuba, the Puerto Principe major numbers are now $18,122 ($13,802) and the
errors of this issue $14,935 ($11,373) (last
year's catalogue price is in parenthesis).
The major numbers of the regular issues,
special delivery, postage due, and stationery
under U.S. Administration are $1778 ($1494)
and the errors of these are $5788 ($4717).

The regular issues of Guam catalogue
$3281 ($2580), while the Guam Guard Mail
is $623 ($513). The errors and varieties of
these stamps are $626 ($497) .
The famous Missionaries of Hawaii are
up to $164,500 ($148,500). A collection of
the remaining Hawaiian major numbers together with postal stationery is $26,722
($19,430), while the errors and varieties
are $25,750 ($24,168).
All major numbers listed under Philippines
including postal stationery are $27,268 ($24,257 ), while the errors and varieties total
$10,469 ($9,901).
The major varieties of Puerto Rico including stationery total $5789 ($4575),
while their errors and varieties are $4772
($4517).

Auctions
The CZSG auction had by far the largest
amount of Canal Zone material available
at auction during the fall season. We can
only sample the results for the 881 lots.
Prices were very high on the rarer material
and minor defects seemed to have little
influence on prices in many cases. Of course,
many errors can not be obtained in very fine
condition; for example, all copies in the
error pane may have been off-center or may
have had tropical gum. In the following list
of prices, all items are from the CZSG
auction unless the name of an auction house
follows the price.
Th&~follow-ing list has been arranged by
Scott catalogue number. The price realized
is given following this number. The catalogue price as listed in the auction catalogue
is given in parenthesis. All items are unused
and without serious defects unless mentioned otherwise. All prices have been
rOlmded to the nearest dollar.

No. 71d, perfs touch, $90 ($100); 73a,
$28 ($25); 81, $90 ($85); 84, $9 ($6);
85a in pane of 100, $280 ($300); 86b in
pair with normal, $140 ($150); 86e, slightly
toned, perfs cut at top, $80 ($75) Koerber;
96 on FDC, July 4, 1926, $40 Siegel; 97b,
$125 ($90); 97 - 104, fine, $26 ($24);
lOla, $44 ($20); 117c, $58 ($40); 120135, $38 ($47).
No. C2, $38 ($42); C6 - 14, $9 ($8);
C6 - 13, plate blocks of 6, $58 Koerber;
C15 - 20, $24 ($30); C25a, block of 4, $500
( $600) Koerber; cm - 7, 14, $30 ($30);
C08, used, $120 ($125) WoIffers; C08 12, used, $460 ($640) Kelleher; J3, $120
($135); J14, $85 ($80); 08, used, $230
($300) Schiff; OX3a, $18 ($15).
No. UC2, $73 ($30) Siegel; UFla, used,
$445 ($400); UX3, $63 ($50); UX6, $285
($225); UX9 - 18, $10 ($8); UXCI - 5,
$8 ($6).

We were puzzled by a recent Canal Zone
price list that has No.9 and 12 listed with
an "inverted F as E," since no such variety
has ever been reported. There was no inverted F in any of the printing forms and
this is known for a certainty. This list also
has the following gems: one stamp has
"small stain and minor creases, rarely seen
in this condition, a real show piece", while
another is "genuine, no gum, difficult to
find in this condition". I suppose they may
be hard to find in this condition, since most
copies are in better shape!

Varieties

on Nos. 16-17

Harry A. Metzler reports a number of
new varieties on Nos. 16-17. On Scott Nos.
16b, there is a broken N in ZONE in Pas.
42 and 92. He points out that CZSG No.
16B.7 should list a 3 mm spacing between
C and A of CANAL instead of a 2% mm
spacing.
Scott No.1, strip of 3 on cover, $800
For CZSG No. 17A.5, the short first A
( $650) Siegel; 2, $70 ($90) Siegel; 2, used, in the left PANAMA apparently exists only
$85 ($75); 2 + 3 on cover, $350 ($275)
in Pos. 82 and not in Pos. 32. A very slight
Siegel; 3, no gum, $145 ($135); 3 on cov- dropped first A in the left PANAMA exists
er, $185 ($200); 4 - 8, glazed gum, $105 in Pas. 57. There is a prominent dot in the
($135) WoIffers; 9a in block of 12, $68 Z of ZONE on Pas. 52, but not in Pas. 2
of Scott No. 17a. There is a break in the
( $52) Mozian; 9b in block of 4, $30 ($30);
lOa, 365 ($75); 11, inverted M in block of .0 of ZONE in Pos. 67, 85, and 92. There is
4, $26 ($20); 12, last A of PANA.i\1Araised, a very nice break at the top left of the N
used, some stains, $48; 12, spaced AL, $34 in ZONE in Pas. 86. The right leg of the
($20); 13d, $16 ($15); 13, PANAMA 5 rnm M in the right PANAMA is missing in Pos.
below bar, in pair with normal $38 ($24); 59. He also points out that there are a number of variations in the 2 of 2 cts. on No.
18, 3 short perfs, $24 ($22).
No. 21, pair, $12 ($14) Mozian; 22e, no 17a, particularly on Pas. 15, 33, 68, and 83.
gum, stain on back, $85 ($75); 37, $18
($15); 38c, small faults, $525 ($425) WolfNew Varieties
fers; 39d, $32 ($40) Mozian; 3ge, $170
($150); 43 on FDC, $135 Siegel; 46, $140
Tom Brougham reports several new vari($110); 47, no gum, small stain, $500 eties that have not previously been listed.
( $650) ; 48, $400 ($375); 48, used, $115 Scott No. 62a with 11 mm spacing is one
of these. Others include No. 71 with 10 mm
($115); 49-51, $28 ($26); 52a, $50 ($55);
52b, $250 ($225); 53, $53 ($32); 54, $80 spacing (not from a booklet pane); No. 76
($50); 55a $38 ($25); 57, $125 ($80); 58, with a prominent spur on the lower right
$120 ($125); 66, $55 ($50); 67, perfs of the first A of CANAL; No. 93 with the
Z of ZONE under the C of CANAL.
touch at right, toned speck, $280 ($275).
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Fig. 1. No. 433b. WEALTH COMMON-.

WEALTH

COMMON

Error

There are many parallels between the
stamps of the Philippines under United
States Administration and those of the Canal
Zone. The first stamps of the Philippines
were overprinted in Washington on United
States issues, just as Canal Zone Nos. 4 - 8.
Later distinctive designs were issued for the
Philippines. This was done sooner in the
Philippines than for the Canal Zone, since
the Canal Zone was required to use overprinted Panama stamps until 1924 when the
Taft treaty was abrogated.
In the decade of the 1930's various overprints were applied to Philippine stamps by
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing and
these were subject to the same possibility
of error as was the case for the Canal Zone.
In at least one case the slugs for CANAL
ZONE were interchanged in the overprint
form so that the overprint reads ZONE
CANAL, Scott No. 92c. This error was actually in the overprint form and is not due
to a misplaced overprint.
Similarly on one occasion the slugs were
interchanged when overprinting Philippine
stamps. The regular series of 1935 was overprinted with a large COMMONWEALTH
in 1936-1937 and a smaller COMMONWEALTH in 1938-i940. A 2c booklet pane
was issued with both the large (1937) and
small (1939) overprint. In the overprint
form for the small overprint, two slugs were
interchanged so that the overprint reads
WEALTH COMMON-, Scott No. 433b,
Fig. 1. Like the similar Canal Zone error,
this Philippine error is a great rarity. At
the time is was discovered, it was stated
that six booklet panes with the error were
sold. The example shown in the figure is
the only one that your Editor has been able
to record through studying various auction
catalogues and records and looking at collections. If you have another example of
this error, would you advise your Editor so
that your copy can be recorded?

Fig. 2. Scott No.3. First day of use. June 24, 1904.

Fig. 1. Scott No.2 and 3. First day of use. June 24, 1904.

Fig. 4. Penalty envelope mailed without postage
on July 21, 1904.

Fig. 3. Scott No.3. Last day of use. July 16, 1904.

First Series

Early Penalty Envelope

In a series of short articles we are going
to illustrate some of the rarities of the first
:series that have not been shown as yet in
our journal. The earliest date possible for
cancels on the first series of Canal Zone
stamps is June 24, 1904. Several single
stamps are known with this cancel. We have
illustrated the 2¢ with inverted overprint
that has a Culebracancel on this date in
Vol. 7, p. 8 (1971) and the 5¢ with Cristobal cancel of this date in Vol. 7, p. 27
(1971 ).
Two first day covers are recorded canceled
on June 24, 1904. One of these is postmarked at Culebra and has two copies of
the 5¢ stamp and one copy of the 10¢
stamp, Fig. 1. The other cover is postmarked
at Ancon and has one copy of the 10¢
value, Fig. 2. The first cover is addressed
to "Mr. John Caldwell" and the second to
-"Surgeon J. C. Perry". These are both individuals who prepared a number of covers
of the first series.
The last day of sale of the first series
was Saturday, July 16, 1904. The United
States overprints, Scott Nos. 4·8, were
placed on sale on Monday, July 18, 1904.
No covers are recorded that are postmarked
·on the intervening Sunday. A last day cover
postmarked at La Boca and addressed again
to John Caldwell bears a single of the 1O¢
-value. It is shown in Fig. 3.
-GILBERT N. PLASS

Peter Smith showed your Editor the earli.
est penalty envelope that he has seen. As
shown in Fig. 4, it was mailed on July 21,
1904 at Ancon. It is backstamped on July
21st at Cristobal, Aug. 3rd at New York,
and Aug. 5th at Noble, Iowa. The printed
corner card reads "WAR DEPARTMENT /
ISTHMIAt'J' CANAL COMMISSION / OFFICIAL BUSINESS". This is by far the
earliest use recorded of the franking privilege in the Canal Zone.

Inverted Overprint on No. C014

The first definitive Canal Zone airmail
set in a distinctive design consisted of six
values issued in 1931. As airmail rates
changed through the years, other values
were added in 1941 (30¢), 1946 (6¢), and
1949 (4¢). The airpost official stamps were
first issued in 1941. The 6¢ denomination
was added to this set in 1947 with the usual
overprint. This value was needed because
of a change in air mail rates.
These stamps were overprinted in the
Canal Zone on a hand-fed job press. Before
Earlier Date
printing, the sheet margins always were
A cover has been reported by Elkin Adel- removed from all sheets by the Postmaster
son with Scott No. 23 canceled on Nov. 21, at Balboa Heights, supposedly to permit
1906. This is four days earlier than has better registry in the press. The practice was
previously been reported. Since Nov. 25th initiated by the first postmaster handling
was on a Sunday, it had never seemed very the new officials and was then carried on by
logical that this was actually the day of the his successor. While this removal of the marfirst use of this stamp.
gins may have improved the printing to a
certain extent, it is interesting to note that
l¢ Coil
these same margins do not seem to have
G. B. Merchant points out that there are caused any trouble when the precancels
numerous white splotches on the new l¢ were printed by the very same method. The
coil. These are especially evident at the registration of the precancel on the stamp is
bottom of the design in the regions where uniformly excellent. The removal of the
there should be dark green ink and also sheet margins on the official stamps does at
in similar regions at the top. Your Editor least eliminate any collector concern about
has examined a number of copies and all plate number specimens, as they simply do
show these splotches to some degree. They not exist.
Only one major error is known on the
are not a plate variety, as they are different
on each stamp. For some reason the ink is official stamps. During the thirteenth printnot being completely transferred to the pa- ing, done for the requisition of November
15, 1947, a large number of panes of the
per during the printing process.
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Fig. 1. No. C014a. Inverted overprint.
6¢ air mail stamp were fed into the press
upside down. Thirty-one panes with inverted overprint were discovered by the
inspectors and later destroyed. However,
one pane of 50 escaped their notice. It must
have been sent to the Philatelic Agency, as
all copies have the customary cancelled-toorder postmark typical of the uS'ed copies
sold there. The sheet was probably sold to
a single purchaser, as otherwise there would
have been a number of reports from luck)'
collectors who happened to obtain one or
more of the inverted overprints. This stamp
is shown in Fig. 1. It is one of the soughtafter modern Canal Zone errors.
-GILBERT

N. PLASS

Fig. 1. CZSG No. 96.1 Weak CANAL.

Fig. 2. CZSG No. 96.1. Weak CAJ.'1AL.

Sesquicentennial Issue
The only United States commemorative
stamp that has been overprinted for the
Canal Zone is the 1926 Sesquicentennial
issue. Poor impressions of the overprint occurred on the lower right pane. Apparently
the make-ready did not apply sufficient pressure in all positions to secure a good impression of the overprint. The result was
that stamps from this pane sometimes have
one or more letters of the overprint partly
or entirely missing, so that CANAL reads

Fig. 1. Mt. Hope Printing Plant.
where only one design had been issued for
a particular denomination. This was unforCanal Zone collectors know that many tunately the case only for the 12¢ and $1
Canal Zone stamps were overprinted at the denominations of the regular postage series
Mt. Hope Printing Plant. Also some items of and the H, 4¢, and 1O¢postage dues. Thus
postal stationery were printed here. Through these are the only denominations where the
the courtesy of Martin Sawyer, the plant is exact numbers sold are k-nown. In the past,
shown in the figure. The printing plant was estimates have been made of the numbers
in the part of the building on the left side sold of the various stamps of other denomof the photograph.
inations. Some of these estimates were formerly published in the Scott catalogue. For
ANAL, AL, or just L, CZSG No. 96.1. Two example the number issued of No. 58 was
~ e.xawplesa~ show:n in Figs. 1 <ind g__~These~~ listed as-6-;645. This was me.rel-y-semeeme'.r
varieties are often sold as "broken letters"
guess, as there is no basis for putting down
or as "missing letters". They are really just an exact number such as this.
poor impressions of the overprint, but are
We believe that there is some value in
interesting varieties if correctly identified.
educated guesses as to the number issued
-GILBERT
N. PLASS of these stamps, provided that the numbers
are clearly labeled as estimates. These are
given in Table II. The denomination is
Abrogation of Taft Agreement listed in the first column, the Scott cataBy Gilbert N. Plass
logue number in the second column, and the
(Continued from page 32)
number originally printed in the third. The
A comparison of the yearly use of each number issued is given in the fourth column
of the values with the number on hand of and these are labeled as estimates in all
each denomination on July 1, 1924 (equal
cases where the exact number is not known.
to the number destroyed in 1937) shows These estimates have been rounded off in
vast differences. For example there were all cases, so that the estimated number isenough 15¢, 24¢, and 50¢ stamps on hand sued only checks approximately with the
to last approximately 10 years at the cur- number printed and destroyed.
rent rate of use. On the other hand only
(Continued on page 8)
about a half year's supply of the 1¢ and 2¢
postage values was on hand and less than
a year's supply of the 2¢ envelopes. The l¢
WANTED
postage due was also in short supply, if the
June, 1924 sales were typical of the period,
Certain Canal Zone Post Office canbut was in ample supply compared to the
cels on cover, including some World
average sales over previous years. There
War II Military Offices. Please send
was less than a year's supply of the 5¢ value
for want I ist. Have a few covers for
on hand. Considerably more than a one
trade. Also need U 12 entire, mint or
year's supply was on hand of all the other
used.
values.
LEE H. CORNELL
Since the records only show the number
2808
N. Athenian
destroyed of each denomination, it is not
Wichita, Kansas 67204
possible to conclude exactly how many of
each issue were sold, except in those cases

Mt. Hope Printing Plant
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exasperating when the printing is so light
that the cross bar cannot be seen on the
normal A.
The normal PANAMA is 13 by 1% nun
on the Third Panama Issue. When all the
letters are large capitals instead of small
capitals, PANAMA measures 16 by 2 mm
(measured from the far tips of the serifs of
the P to those of the last A). vVhere mixed
large and small capitals occur together,
Panama measures somewhere between these
extremes.

President's

Report

(Continued

-

from page 1)

The czse meeting was well attended
with 22 members present. The "dummy"
Canal Zone book met with approval, though
one of our dealer members in his November
newsletter, really jumped the gun when he
announced that the book would be out in
the spring. NO WAYI ! But by the time you
read this we should have completed no less
than 16 of the 25 chapters. Also most of
the photography work will be in the hands
of the printer as this is the preliminary step
to printing a book.
The czse will hold its 6th Mail Sale
this coming October. Elsewhere in this issue
you will find preliminary information. Also
please read George Stilwell's comments on
the previous sale. The telephone number
given in the last issue for our Treasurer,
William Kuttner, was wrong; the correct
number is 301-654-3246.
That's it for the moment. Except that you
might be thinking about the coming czse
election for the 1978-9 term. By the end of
this year it will have been my pleasure to
have served you in the capacity of president
for a six year period. Please cast about for
a new person to take this job which I have
held far too long.

The Third Panama Issue (Continued

from page 1)

The overprinting is badly done, partly
due to the poor quality of the ink used and
partly due to broken, partly printed, and
scrambled letters. All these imperfections
are so numerous that no two stamps on a
half-pane are exactly alike. Panama herself
thought so little of this issue, that it was
used domestically or for Canal Zone basic
stamps only in emergencies when stocks of
other Panama stamps were exhausted. This
poor printing is a major source of happy
frustration to philatelists studying the issue
as a significant number of stamps have the
overprint so lightly printed, so blurred, or
printed over a dark part of the basic stamp
that it is almost impossible to study the
minor varieties of the overprint. An example
is the difficulty experienced in deciding
whether there is an inverted V for an A on
Ii particular stamp, a task which is especially
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The length of both PANAMA's of each
position is shown in Table 1. An a.ttempt
has. been made to measure the lengths to
the nearest tenth of a millimeter. The more
prominent varieties of the Panama overprint
have been included in the table in the detailed check list, Vol. 10, p. 2.'5 (1974). This
list was compiled from a study of this overprint on stamps overprinted for the Canal
Zone. The reader may note that some of
these varieties do not agree with those listed
in Heydon's book on Panama stamps. In
these cases we believe that our table lists
the varieties correctly based on the study
of a considerable number of specimens. It
is of course possible that the stamps sent
to the Canal Zone may have been from a
different part of the printing than those
used in Panama and listed by Heydon.
The longest PANAMA's occur on Pas. 6
through 10 of the upper half pane (and
corresponding positions of the lower half
pane) and are from 15.7 to 16.0 mm long
measured from the far tips of the serifs.
This is the variety listed in most catalogues
as "PANAMA 15 rom long", which is a
confusing measurement as the total length
of the word is nearer 16 mm in all cases.
A second group of PANAi'vlA'sthat is longer
than normal occurs on Pas. 3, 4, and 5
where PANAMA is from 14.5 to 15.0 mm
long. Other positions where the length of
the PANAMA is especially useful for plating
are: Pas. 1, 26, 35, 41, 44, and 49 with the
right PANAMA from 13.5 to 13.8 mm long;
Pas. 42 with left PANAMA 13.8 rom long;
Pas. 43 with left and right PANAMA's 13.9
and 13.7 rom long respectively.
There are interesting varieties due to
horizontal or vertical shifts of the overprint.
A large enough horizontal shift causes the
PANAMA's to be close together on one
side of the stamp. Only one PANAi\1A may
be found on a stamp from one of the marginal rows when there is an appropriate
shift. A vertical shift causes different varieties. For example, a large enough vertical
shift on the lower half of a pane of the
second overprinting procedure leaves the
bottom row without a bar, the stamps of the
next four rows with the bar at the bottom,
and the fifth horizontal row with a bar at
the bottom in addition to the normal bar at
the top. A similar vertical shift on the lower
half of a pane of the third overprinting procedure produces the same varieties except
that the bottom row has a bar at the bottom

beca!1se the panes were turned in the press
50-100
48-98
34-84
49-99
45-95
47-97
44-94
39-89
35-85
28-78
43-93
42-92
40-90
38-88
37-87
33-83
32-82
30-80
29-79
27-77
25-75
24-74
46-96
41-91
26-76
before the31-81
lower half panes were over36-86
printed. The eAtra sixth bar overprinted the
bottom of the fifth horizontal row when
there was a pronounced upward vertical
shift of the overprint.

23-73

13.2
13.8
13.1
13.2
13.0
13.4
13.1
13.6
13.013.7
13.9
13.8
13.3
13.5
13.2
12.7
12.9
(52)
(53)
(55)
(58)
(63)
(67
(71)
(51)
(56)
54))13.0
(57)
(59)
(60)
(62
(64)
((61)
(66)
65)
(68)
(69)
(70)
(72)
(73)
(74)
(75)
(76)
(77)
(78)

(Based in part on material in "Canal
Zone" handbook. Part of this article was
rewritten by Geoffrey Brewster and Richard
H. Salz.)

Table 1.1
Varieties and Length of PANAMA on
Third Panama Issue

-

13.0
PANAMA"
(mm)
13.0
14.7
13.0
14.7
13.3
14.9
Length
right. PANAMA"
Length
13.0
16.0
15.7
15.8
13.1
15.9
15.7
16.0
15.9
14.5
15.0
14.9
13.4
13.2
13.3
13.2
13.1
13.4
(85)
(94)
((97)
(95)
(88)
96)
(82)
(86
)13.9
(87)
(93)
(92)
(91)
(90)
((83)
89)of
(98)
(79)
(81
(99)
( 100)
(80)

mm)

Scott No. 80, 50¢ Sharp A
It is important in establishing the makeup of the overprinting forms for the sharp
A stamp to determine whether upper right
and lower right panes of Scott No. 94, the
50¢ denomination, were ever overprinted
CANAL ZONE. Does any member have any
evidence of a stamp from either pane? The
stamp would have to be from such panes if
it had any of the following: 1. selvedge on
right side; 2. straight edge on left side;
3. plate number on right side; 4. letter F
before top plate number. Please check your
collection and if you have an example of
any of the above advise your Editor.

Initials in Plate Margins
One correction and one addition to our
list in the last two issues. Sam Luce reports No. 106 with H. W. W. siderographers initials on left and also with J. M. B.
plate finishers initials on right. Miller Hurt
corrects a typographical error in our last
list. For No. 71, the initial T. B. T. should
be T. B. J.

Guide Lines on Booklet Panes
The first number gives the position on the
upper half pane for Scott Nos. 1, 15, 18,
19; the second number gives the position on
the lower half pane for Scott Nos. 15, 18,
19; the third number in parenthesis gives
the position on the lower half pane for Scott
No. 1.
o

o 0 For the lower half pane of No. 1 the
words '1eft" and "right" should be interchanged above the last two columns (for
example, the left PANAMA is 14.5 mm long,
while the right is 15.0 mm long on Pos. 98).

Cuba No. 232

Director of Posts

Michael Beck points out that Cuba Scott
No. 232 was issued on Sept. 30, 1902 according to the catalogue. Yet the introduction to Cuba in Scott's Specialized Catalogue states that United States military rule
ended on May 20, 1902, when the Republic
assumed self-government. Thus, should No.
232 be listed among U. S. Administration
issues?

Effective January 1, 1977, David C. Rose
retired as Director of Posts for the Canal
Zone. He waS born in the Canal Zone in
1917 and lived there a large part of his
life. He was always very helpful to members
of the CZSG in answering our sometimes
difficult questions. We wish him well in his
retirement.
Lew C. Hilzinger has been appointed the
tenth Director of Posts. He has lived in the
Canal Zone since 1945 and has worked for
the Postal Division since 1949.

I

WANTED
Canal Zone Plate Number
#121
#122
#125
#125
#126
#141

upper
upper
upper
lower
upper
upper

141181, no
F 141501
141008, no
141008
141009, no
141512, no
Canyon

Canal Zone Used in U. S.
Canal Zone stamps are valid for postage
in the United States today and some of our
members regularly use them on their mail.
We do not know of any cases where postage due was charged for such use. One
member had difficulty having a registered
letter accepted with Canal Zone stamps on
it, but your Editor has mailed such letters
without any question.
Early uses of Canal Zone stamps in the
United States are uncommon. An example of
such early use is reported by the Sullivan
Stamp Service. The cover bears a copy of
Scott No. 11 and is postmarked at Utica,
N. Y. on Feb. 20, 1905.

COVERS

Blocks
F
F
F
F

MILLER H. HURT

1679 Turnbull

William Kuttner has shown your Editor
interesting booklet panes of the 2¢ Goethals
issue. These panes show guide lines at the
sides and bottom. Instead of being straight,
these guide lines show a noticeable curvature. They appear to be genuine guide lines.
Does any member have additional copies
of these?

Rd.

La Puente, Calif. 91745

French Efforts in Canal Zone

Canal Zone

Glenn J. Staron, 5016 W. Bexteau, Chicago, Ill. 60641 reports that he has obtained
two reports dealing with the French efforts
to build a canal. The first is 127 pages
long and is dated 1886, while the second is
15 pages ana is dated 1888. Both are written in French. Anyone interested in these
reports for research work should write to
Mr. Staron.

and
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100,000 others
WE BUY GOOD

COVERS

I

l¢
1¢
2¢

Abrogation (Continued from page 5)

We believe that the 10¢ stamps were issued in approximately the numbers sold in
Table II. It is possible, but not likely, that
some copies of other 10¢ values may have
been destroyed such as Nos. 36, 37, and 45.
There is no point in commenting individually on the remainder of the estimates. In
each case they were obtained from a consideration of the period of sale of the stamp,
the average yearly use of that denomination,
and the scarcity of the stamp in used condition.

CANAL ZONE
"Missing Bridge" Error

The l¢ denomination was the second most
only 50 Exist
#157a, Cat. $3500+
heavily used in the Canal Zone with apSuperb mint, O.G .• N.H., Only 50 Exist,
proximately 750,000 used per year. TKe
A Gem, CAT. $3,500+
Net $3,850
stocks of this denomination had completely
CORNER MARGIN BLOCK of 4, Snperb
mint, O.G., N.H. UNIQUE GEM! P.F.
run out in the Post Office vaults in January,
Cert.
Net 320,000
1924. The result was the emergency Mount
\Vllat else d ....y:-u need in Canal Zone?
Hope overprint with Type III, No. 67. HowSatisfaction or Immediate Refund
ever, only a shott time after this stamp was
Gladly Sent en Approval with References
Installment
Payment Terms If Desired
placed on sale, the l¢ Coat of Arms was
(No Interest or Carrying Charges)
received and immediately issued. It is beMASTER CHARGE accepted on
There is always the possibility that stamps
large orders.
lieved that only a small fraction of the Type from other series not included in the table
III stamps printed were ever sold. It is
Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
understandable that few of these were saved may have been destroyed. If this were the
case, it is believed that the number of such
88 Beacon Street
in <mused condition, since collectors did not
SP A
Boston. Mass. 02108
APS
stamps
destroyed
must
have
been
quite
CSA
Phone (617) 523-2522
recognize this as a new major number until small.
many years later. However Type III is still
-By Gilbert N. Plass. Most of the quoted
a rare stamp in used condition, as evidenced
First and Third Class Permits
documents and the data on the number of
by its catalogue price. Our estimate is that
stamps in each denomination destroyed are
The tables for this article will be cononly approximately 15,000 were ever sold
from
the
Dade-Schay
manuscript
and
have
tinued
in the next issue. Your Editor regrets
based on its scarcity in used condition and
been published in part in "Canal Zone Post- that their shape did not permit their inclushort period of sale. Similarly it is estimated
age Stamps."
sion in this issue.
that 250,000 of the l¢ Coat of Arms were
issued; the estimate is based both on its
UX5
55e
Printed
Issued
69
67
U3
41
63
62
49
Ul
UX6
60b
U4
47
Number
less
than
59
66
65
64
U5
50
61
60
57
56
Number
Originally
46
48
TABLE
II
J7
J8
100,00060,614
150,000
58
51
568
5less
U2
JI0
300,000
Jll
100,000
350,000
6lf
25,000
50,000
100,000
100,000°
250,000
2,000,000
250,000
1,000,000
175,548
J9
50,000
35,69.5
500,000
56g
300,000
249,400
02,000
50,0006,400
50,000
550,000
(est.)
than
3200,000°
5114,000
14,914
00,000
50,000
20,000°
350,000
240,000°
150,000
40,000°
((est.)
est.)
500,000
181,00010,000
149,70070,000
250,000
3,000,000
(est.)
249,400
less
than
1,000,000
1,512,000
3,014
4,900
0,000
500,000
75,000
5,000
(est.)
25,000
20,000
3,000,000
(est.)
20,000°
(est.
)
availability
in used condition today and its
70,000
50,0000
20,0000
300,000
22,000,000
90,000
46,000
30,000
1,512,000
Denomination
five month period of sale. The remainder
Quantities
Issued.
Scott Ca talag to
of the l¢ stamps destroyed wO<lldhave
come from Nos. 46, 55, and 60 in relative
proportions that can not now be determined.
Some of these stamps were left unsold at
some of the smaller (and perhaps even
larger) post offices on July 1, 1924, even
though the post office vaults had almost no
1~ stamps on hand six months earlier. This
~hortuge at the vaults did not meo.n that
all the previous 1¢ stamps had been sold
out at the various individual post offices.
The 2¢ denomination was the most heavily used in the Canal Zone during this period
\vith approximately 1,300,000 used per year.
There was beginning to be a shortage of 2¢
stamps in early 1924, but it was not as
severe as in the case of the 1¢ denomination. From the period of use we estimate
that 550,000 of the 2¢ Coat of Arms were
sold with unknown amounts of Nos. 47, 56,
and 61 destroyed. From the rarity of No.
47, Type III, in even used condition, we
estimate that only 10,000 were ever sold.
This local overprint was issued only a week
or two before the first shipment of 2¢ Type
V stamps arrived. The overprint had a poor
appearance being both lightly inked and
usually printed considerably to one side of
the center of the stamp; the American Bank
Note overprint on the other hand was much
more professionally printed. It is believed
that because of this poor appearance that
the authorities put the remainder of the
Type III stamps in the back of the vault
and that they were eventually destroyed by
burning.
Our estimates for the 5¢ value are given
in Table II. These are perhaps the most uncertain of any, but are based on the period
of use ot each stamp and the fact that the
postmasters were ordered to sell the Centenary Issue first before any stamps of the
regular iSS1JP.
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